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For nonabelian gauge theories with the Higgs mechanism of mass generation the scattering amplitudes 
have been calculated in the muitiregge kinematics in the leading logarithmic approximation. The 
reggeization of the vector particle is proved in this approximation. 

PACS numbers: 1J.JO.Np, 1J.60.+c, IJ.80.Cr 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The hypothesis that all observed hadrons are reggeons 
turned out to be so fruitful that it gave the possibility of 
constructing a phenomenological theory of hadron inter
actions at high energies, based on Gribov's reggeon 
diagram technique. [11 Testing this theory in the frame
work of a local field theory presents great interest. As 
is known, in an abelian gauge theory-quantum electro
dynamics (QED)-the spinor particle reggeizes, [2l but 
the vector particle remains elementary. [3l More real
istic models for the strong interactions will probably 
be based on nonabelian gauge theories with Yang-Mills 
vector mesons. [4] In such theories the interaction van
ishes at small distances, so that in distinction from 
QED[Sl they exhibit approximate scale-invariance. [6l 

Moreover, the Higgs mechanism[7l allows the vector 
mesons in nonabelian gauge theories to acquire a mass 
without destroying the renormalizability of the theory.[al 
In a spontaneously broken theory which arises in this 
manner the necessary conditions for the reggeization of 
the vector meson are satisfied. [9l One of the authors 
has shown by direct calculation of the scattering ampli
tudes to sixth order of perturbation theory that for the 
gauge group SU(2) the reggeization of the vector meson 
does indeed take place. [10l Later this result was gen-
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eralized to other models. [l1l In our preceding short 
note, based on calculations up to eighth order of per
turbation theory, we have shown that the hypothesis of 
reggeization to any order is self-consistent and have 
also determined the form of the Pomeranchuk singu
larity. [12l 

In the present paper we give the details of these cal
culations to eighth order for the group SU(2). Our com
putation method which is based on the dispersion theory 
approach, also allows one to obtain the inelastic ampli
tudes in the multiregge kinematics (Eq. (55)). Making 
use of the expression (55) for these amplitudes we ob
tain an equation of the Bethe-Salpeter type for the 2 - 2 
partial wave amplitudes with isospins T =0, 1, 2 in the 
t-channel, Eq. (64). The solution of the equation with 
T = 1 is the Hegge pole (66). The Appendix contains a 
generalization of these results to the group SU(N). 

2. THE MODEL AND THE RESULTS OF 
CALCULATIONS OF THE TWO-PARTICLE 
AMPLITUDES IN LOWEST ORDERS 

Following[l0l, we consider the simplest nonabelian 
gauge theory whose Lagrangian, after spontaneous sym
metry breaking and removal of the unphysical degrees 
of freedom by means of a gauge transformation has the 
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form 

L=-I/. (o,.A,-o,A,.-g[A.A,) '+ A,.A·( I12m'+ I/emg<p 
+ 1/8g'<P') + I/. (O.qo) '_1/2f!'<p'_I/.gll'm-I<p' 

-'/"g'Il'm-'<p'+iji (ia- I/ 2gA'f-M) ",. (1 ) 

As can be seen, this theory contains an isospin triplet 
of vector fields A/J. of mass m, a scalar isosinglet cp of 
mass JJ. and the spinor isodoublet l{! of mass M. 

In the sequel we shall denote particles by the letters 
A, B, etc. and the corresponding momenta by PA' PB, 
etc. The isospin indices of the vector (spinor) parti
cles A, B wUl be denoted by a, b (Q, (3) and their polar
izations by AA' AB (r A, rB)' As before, [10] we choose 
the polarization vectors as: 

( () I _ , Ip .. 1 + P.. P .. ' 
e,APA) =0, e,APA 'A-1 •• =0, e'A-·-e --;;- Ip .. I---;;;-' 

e'=(1.0,O.0), e,'... =-1. (2) 

We note that {e AI e A' }, B can be represented in the form 

where Y/J.vp are the Yang-Mills vertices. [10] In an arbi
trary reference frame the amplitude Ai~B will be given 
by equation (4) if the vertex functions defined in (5) are 
subjected to the substitution 

lhAAA'a",A ....... teA, eA'} PSl bAA - m(pBeA) (2pAPB) _I, 
Ih.,.·a,.~ {eB, eB'} PM b,.~ m (p"eB) (2pAPB) -I, (8) 

{j'A'A·~ii'" (p".) p.u' A (p,,) (2p"PB) -', {j", •. ~ii'" (PB') PAU"(PB) (2pAPB) -I, 

The determination of the scattering amplitude in the 
next orders of perturbation theory is made under the 
assumption 

s g'¢: 1 g'ln m' - 1, (9) 

The amplitude of the process A + B - A' + B', in the retaining only the leading logarithmic terms, and re-
Born approximation and the Regge region duces to the determination of the s -channel discontinui

ties of the amplitude: 
S=(P .. +PB)'>m', -t=-q'-m', q=p ... -p.. (3) 

can be represented in the form 

A.'B' i S 
A"B (s,q)=r .... · t-m' r BB·, (4) 

where a summation over the isospin index i is under
stood, and the vertex functions r~A' and rkB' for the 
vector (V), scalar (S), and spinor (F) particles, in the 
center of inertia frame PA +PB =0, are 

(5) 

i 
b, =-6", (6) 

2 

Here c!v' is the projection operator mapping the state 
of two vector mesons onto the state with T = 1. In the 
absence of fermions these amplitudes have been calcu
lated elsewhere[10]; the amplitudes with fermions pres
ent are calculated similarly. We have adopted the spin
or normalization ur(p)u~' (p) =2Morr,. As is evident 
from (4) and (5), in the Born approximation scattering 
occurs only with isospin T = 1 in the t-channel, and the 
relative magnitude of amplitudes with different polar
izations follows from the isospin properties of the orig
inal massless theory. (10) 

We underline the fact that Eqs. (5) and (6) give the 
vertex functions for definite polarizations in the center
of-inertia frame of the incident particles. In the sequel 
we shall need the expression for the scattering ampli
tude in an arbitrary frame. We introduce the notation 

(7) 

In the frame with PA +PB =0 we have 
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, .. ·B· '" J N • N dlsc,A"B (s, q) =.l...J dpsAABA"'B" (10) 

Here the sum extends over all possible intermediate 
states N, A1B is the amplitude of the transition A +B 
- N, and dpN is the corresponding density of states for 
the N particles 

dp A,A" .,' AV =~ (2n)' {j (p A + PB - P A. - , , ,- PAN).it ( 2:~~ ~n). ). 
(11) 

The reconstruction of the amplitude in terms of its s
channel discontinuity reduces to carrying out in the ex
pression of the discontinuity the substitution (cf. for de
tails[10]) 

sin" (~,) -+ - [sln"+1 (- ~, )±uln"+1 (- :,)] [2n(n+t)]-1 

(12) 
with the plus sign for positive signature (t-channel iso
spin T =0; 2) and with the minus sign for negative signa
ture (T = 1). In the order g4 of perturbation theory only 
two-particle intermediate states are possible in (10). 
Utilizing the relation 

(13) 
A" 

where LA" in (13) denotes summation over particle types 
and over their polarization and isospin states, 

(14) 

are the projection operators onto states with T =0; 2 in 
the t-channel, and the quantities r AA" ~~, for vector 
(V), scalar (S) and spinor (F) particles 

'1'3 
r ss·=-ig2 , r vv ·=-2igc.,·6,v'v' (2a,~ +b,~), 

rsv = rvs =0, 
(15) 

l'3 r FF , = - igT 6cp'cp6r F r F " 
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we obtain the result derived in[lO] (in a somewhat differ
ent form) for the scattering amplitude to fourth order: 

.. ·B· ; 1 ; (S - U 
A"B (s, q)=r ..... t-m' r BB • ------z-
+ a(t) .. sln(- slm')- uln(- ulm') ) 

1! 2 

+(r r +r" r")" () sln(-slm')+uln(-u/m') 
AA' BS' AA' DB' 1"'2 t 2 ' (16) 

where 

~,(t) = g'(2n)-' S d'kJ (m' - k.J.') (m' -(q - k.L)') ]-1. 

a(t) =(t-m') p,(t). (17) 

In order g6 of perturbation theory both two- and three
particle intermediate states are possible in (10). The 
contribution of two-particle states is calculated in the 
same manner as in the preceding order. For the calcu
lation of the three-particle contribution one needs the 
Born amplitude for the production of three particles. 
For incident vector particles this amplitude has been 
obtained in[lO]. In the following sections we determine 
the inelastic amplitudes with arbitrary number of final 
particles. 

3. THE AMPLITUDE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF n 
PARTICLES IN THE BORN APPROXIMATION 

In order to consider the process A + B - Do + Dl + ••• 
+D.+l we introduce the momentum transfers 

qj=qi-t+PD i_I' i=1 ,2, ... , n+1, (18) 

q,=-PA 

and their Sudakov expansions 

(19) 

The main contribution to the unitarity condition (10) to 
logarithmic accuracy (9) is given by multiregge kine
matics, the region in which we will determine the am
plitude, 

l:-»a,:>cx~> ... -:»an+l-m'l./S, 
1~ ~"+I~~"~'" ~~I-m'ls, I q.L.'I-m'. (20) 

Here 

(21) 

and after integration with respect to a, taking (20) into 
account, 

(22) 

We first consider the amplitude A 2- 2+l of the process 
A +B- Do +Dl +D2• The following reasoning differs 
somewhat from the one in[l0l, and admits a simple gen
eralization to the general case. We determine the pole 
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part in q~ of the amplitude (we denote this part by 
P.2A2- 2+1). It is obtained from the absorptive part by 
m~ans of the substitution 1TO(q~ _ m 2) _ (m 2 _ q~)"l. The 
absorptive part in q~ which is proportional to s, appears 
only for a vector meson exchange in the q~-channel. 
After the usual substitution for the spin matrix of that 
meson 

we obtain (cf. (4» 

A A DoDI S i 
P qsZ 2_2+1 = AI -'--'I. r BDH 

q, -m 
(23) 

where in the frame PA +PB =0 the vertex function r~D is 
given by (5), and A~'fl is the amplitude of the process 
A +J - Do +Dl where J is a vector particle with momen
tum q2, isospin i (which is summed over in (23» and 
with the polarization vector replaced by ..f2p BS -1. Re
calling the discussion following Eq. (6) and taking into 
account that in the frame where PA +PB =0 

we obtain 

DoDI .II. S~Z-1I 
A.A.J =r.A.Do-'--2: r JDU 

ql -m 

(24) 

(25) 

where r~Dl is obtained from ~D by means of the sub-
stitution 1 

(26) 

After this substitution we obtain for the case when D1 is 
a scalar particle 

and when Dl is a vector particle (taking into account 
that (eD1 (q2 - q1» =0), 

(27) 

(28) 
The pole part in q~ of the amplitude is determined in 

exactly the same way. For the case of production of a 
scalar particle D1 it coincides with the q~ pole part (27), 
and for the production of a vector particle 

P,.'A,_,+,=s[ (ql'-m') (q,'-m') ]-lr~D,igBd'''[ -(ql+q,). 

+ PB. (2 (P .. PD,) (P .. PB) -1- (m'-q,') (PBPD,) -I )-2PA. (PBPD,)(PAPB) -I] 8DI·r;D,' 
(29) 

The renormalizability of the theory requires that the 
amplitude decrease in q~ and q~ (cf. [10]), so that Eqs. 
(27)-(29) imply that the amplitude of the process A +B 

-Do +D1 +D2 has the form 
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(30) 

where 

(31) 

for the production of scalar particles, and 

l'ID'(q" q')""iged,.j1'.(q" q,)eD."=ige,,;;[ - (q,+q,). 
-po' ~(2 (P.PD,) (PAP.) -'- (m'-q,') (PAPD,) -') +p.~(2 (P_,PD.l (PAP.)-' 

- (m'-q,') (P.PD,) -') )eD."=ige,,'I[ - (q,l. +q,l.). 
-PA\J.(cx,-2(m'-q\·) (s~')-')+p./~z-2(m'-q,') (sa,) -') )eD.", (32) 

PD,=q,-q, 

for the production of vector particles. 

The amplitude for the production of a larger number 
of particles in the Born approximation can be deter
mined in a completely analogous manner. As an ex
ample we consider the amplitude A 2- 2+2 of the process 
A + B - Do + D1 + D2 + Ds in the case when the particles D1 
and D2 are vectors. For the q~ pole part we have (cf. 
Eq. (23» 

(33) 

where A 2- 2+1 is the amplitude of the process A +K - Do 
+Dl +D2' where K is a vector particle of momentum qs, 
isospin index k (over which a summation is carried out 
in Eq. (33» and with the polarization vector replaced 
by..f7i.PBS·1• In the frame with PA +PB =0 and with the 
polarization vector of the K particle equal to e)J{, this 
amplitude is given by the expression s (30), (32) with 
the substitution B - K, P B - qs' It is clear from (32) that 
the substitution PB - q3 does not change yf}{qh q2); more
over this quantity is written in invariant form. There
fore A 2- 2+1 is obtained in the same manner as A~~l in 
Eq. (23); as a result we obtain 

p."A,~,+,=s[ (q.'-m') (q,'-m') (q,'-m') )-'r~"'l:'(q" q.)ige, ... 

X [- (qu +q,_cl.-PA. (cx,-2(m'-q,') (s~,) -') +p •• ~,)eD."r~D" (34) 

In exactly the same manner, we obtain 

p.,.A'_'H=S[ (q.'-m') (q,'-m') (q.'-~') )-'r~D,ige"<i[ - (qlJ. +qu). 

-PA.a,+p., (~,-2 (m'-q,') (sa,) -') )eD."-t. (q" q,) r:D" (35) 

and for the q~ pole part we obtain (cf. (23» 

(36) 

where the amplitude A~~l is the same as in Eq. (23), 
and A ~~3 is obtained from it by the appropriate substi
tutions, so that 

P",A,_,+,=s[ (q.'-m') (q,'-m') (q,'-m') )-'r!D,ige','I[ -(q'L +qu). 

-PA, (cx.-2(m'-q,') (S?,)-') +p •• ~,)eD."iged."[ - (qu +qU),-pA,.a, 

+p., (p,-2(m'-q,') (scx,)-') )eD;r;D,. (37) 

From Eqs. (34)-(37) and from the circumstance that 
for renormalizability the amplitude must decrease as a 
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---------- -----------------------------------------

function of q~, we obtain 

i DI Dr it 

A ,= r AD,l'l (q"q,lli' (q"q.)r.D• 
,-,+- S (q,'-m') (q,'-m') (q,'-m') . 

(38) 

The generalization to an arbitrary number of par
ticles is trivial. Thus, the amplitude of the process A 
+B- Do +Dl + ••• +Dn+l in the Born approximation has 
the form 

where the vertex functions riA, are defined in Eq. (5) 
and the functions yfl are defined in Eqs. (31) and (32). 

4. THE THREE-PARTICLE PRODUCTION 
AMPLITUDE IN ORDER gS. GENERALIZATION TO 
ANY ORDER 

A knowledge of the scattering amplitude to the order 
g 4 of perturbation theory and of the Born amplitude for 
the production of three particles allows one to obtain the 
scattering amplitude to the order g 6 • In the order g 8 

in the unitarity condition (10) there appears the three
particle production amplitude A + B - Do + D1 + D2 to order 
g 5 • In order to calculate this amplitude we consider the 
S-, Sl-; s2-channel discontinuities of this amplitude (s 
= (PA +PB)2",,- (PDo +PD/' Sl = (PDo +PD1)2, S2 = ( PDl +PDz)Z). 
The s-channel discontinuity (cf. Fig. la, c) equals 

~ S ( d'PA' ) ( d'p., ) (2:1)-' -- -- 6(PA+P,-PA·-P.·)A(A'B'-+AB;s,q) 
2EA, 2E., 

A',B' 

~ s ( d'pn.' ) ( d'Pn,' ) XA(DoD,D,-+A'B';q.-q,q,-q)+.i...< (2n)-' ~ 2ED, 
D~' D 2' Do l 

x 6(PDo'+PD'-PD,-PD.)A (Do'D.D,' -+AB; q.-q', q,-q') 

XA(DoD,-+Do'D,'; s, q'), 

(40) 

Hereql=PDO-PA' qZ=PB-PDZ' q=PA,-PA1 q'=PDo-PDb, 
and A (DoD1Dz -AB) is the three-particle production am-
plitude. The amplitudeA(DoD1D2-A'B'; (q1-q), (qz 
-q» is given by Eqs. (30)-(32) with the substitutions A 
-A', B-B', ql 2-ql z -q, and in the expression for 

D •• 
Y j} one may set PA' = PA, P B' = P B' The amplitude A (DoD2 
- D~D~; s, q') defined by Eqs. (4)-(6) in the center-of
inertia frame of the particles Do and D2 does not change 
its form when one goes over into the frame where PA 
+PB =0. The longitudinal components of the vectors q 
and q' are small and can be neglected in Eq. (40); there
fore, taking into account that r~A' =r!!A1 the expression 
(40) becomes equal to 

FIG. 1 
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('\1 < ;<' )('\1 J',') 
S .l....J fAA,IDoA' ~rBB·rD28' 

B' 

x (8n') -'f d'q.L I (q/-m') «q,-q) .L'-m') «q,-q) .L'-m') ]-' 

The summation with respect to A' and B' is effected 
by means of Eq. (13). We need the three-particle pro
duction amplitude to leading logarithmic accuracy, so 
that there is no need here to distinguish between In (sl 
m 2) and In (-slm 2); therefore in (13) one may retain 
just the first term (with T = 1), since for T = 0 and 2 
there occurs a cancellation of the contributions of the 
s - and u-channels. Thus, the discontinuity (40) deter
mines a contribution to the amplitude equal to 

2s In (81m') r~D,r:~.c,~'c~:Il;jg'(2n) _3 S d'q.L 

xl (q.L'-m') «q,-q.L)'-m') «q,-q.L)'-m') ]-'Y~;' (q,-q.L, q,-q.L)' 

- (42) 
Here the factor 2 is due to the contribution of the u

channel. The calculation of the discontinuity of the am
plitude in the sl-channel requires a more detailed con
sideration. This discontinuity (cf. Fig. 2a) equals 

1: (2n)-' S d'PD,,(2ED.)-'d'PD,(2ED,)-'Il(pD,+PD'-PD,-PD,) 
Do'Da' 

XA (Do'Dt'D,-AB; qt', q,)A (Do, D, .... D,'D/; s" (q,-qt'». (43) 

where q1 =PDo -PA' q1 =PDo -PA, q2 =PB - PD2; the pa
rameters of the Sudakov expansion qi = f3i PB - (liPA +qi 
satisfy the conditions 

(44) 

8a.'~,=m'- (g.' -g,) .!.'. 

The amplitude A (D~D1D~ - AB: q1, q2) is given by Eqs. 
(30)-(32) with the substitution Do-D~, D1-D1, q1-q l' 
The amplitude A (DoDl - D~Dn in the frame with PA + PB 
= 0 can be written in the form 

A(DoD ..... D;D.':s,.q.-g,')=r~ .. D, ( ~~o 0 r~ .. D,. (45) 
g.-g. '-m-

where r~QDO is given by Eq. (5) and r~'D is obtained 
from it by means of the substitution 1 2 

6"D').D-+- {eD', eD}PA, b"D-+-m(pAeD)Sl-1, 

b'.D' .... m (pAeD' lSi-i. 
(46) 

The summation over D~ in (43) is carried out by 
means of Eq. (13); owing to the cancellation of loga
rithms in terms with positive signature in (13) one must 

J)O~' J):z J)~' J)z 

lJ; -- IJ( IJ: -- JJ£ 

A 8 A 8 
a b 

FIG. 2 
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retain only terms with T = 1, as before. Thus, we ob
tain from (43) 

2 1 DI' 1 j' 

_8_ r , r' igc', '\1 S d g1.L"!;' (g, ,g,)rD,'D, 
8' AD, BD, "L...J (' ')(" ')« ')' ')' :T D;' g, -m q. -m g,-g, -m 

(47) 

In the summation over the polarization vectors of the 
particles in (47) we make use of the fact following from 
the definition of fI' jJ. (32) that Pbi. fI' jJ. (q1, q2) = 0, to obtain 
the following result 

Therefore, in the case when D1 is a vector particle, we 
obtain 

2 [ DI m2-ql DI I 1 ] 
=-g y" (q" q,) - , ( ') ,y., (q,-qu ,q,-q,.L) . 

m - q,-q, .L 
(49) 

In the case when D1 is a scalar particle, 

(50) 

Both cases can be written as a single formula: 

_ ,[ D'( ) 2 (m'-g,') ',D, , ,] 
--g y" g" g, - , ( ') , C,,'C;j'y,·,' (q,-g • .L ,q,-qu) . 

m - q,-g, .L 

(51) 
Thus, the contribution of the sl-channel discontinuity 

to the amplitude turns out to be equal to 

8 In C~,)L~.r':D,g'(2lt)-' Sd'g.LI (g,'-m') (g.L'-m') «g.-g.L)'-m') J-' 

x [y.~'(g., q,) -2 (m'-q,') (m'-(q,-q) o')-'c;~'c:j'y~;'(q.-q.L' q,-q.c)]' 

(52) 
The contribution of the s2-channel discontinuity is cal

culated in exactly the same manner to yield 

xl "!.~' (g., g,) -2 (m'-qt') (m'- (g.-g) .L')-'c~"c:;""f~\' (g,-q.L' g,-q.L)]' 
(53) 

Adding (42), (52), (53) and (30), taking into account 
that in our approximation In (slm 2 ) =In (sl/m2) +In (s21 
m 2), we obtain the three-particle production amplitude 
in the g5-approximation: 

A,~ =8 r~D;t~'(q"g,)r;D' [1+ ( ')I (!.:..)+ ( ')1 (~)] 
,." (q.'-m') (q,'-m') a g. n m' a q, n m' . 

(54) 
The contribution (42) which destroys the Born struc

ture of the amplitude cancels completely, and as a re-
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sult of this the amplitude takes on a simple multi-regge 
form. This allows us to assume that such a form will 
remain valid also in higher orders of perturbation t 
theory, and not only for the amplitude A 2- 2+1, but also 
for A 2- 2+ •• 

Thus we make the conjecture that to all orders of per
turbation theory, in the leading logarithmic approxima
tion, the amplitude for the process A + B - Do + Dl + ... 
+D.+l has the form (cf. (39» 

it (Sl/m2)al'l12) DI _ (Sl/m2.)a(Q:l) 

A'_'T·,~SrAD.--, -,-l;",(q,.q,) , • 
ql--m q, -m-, 

(55) 

The distinction from the Born amplitude consists in 
the replacement of the ordinary vector meson by a reg
goon with the trajectory j = 1 + a(t). 

5. EQUATIONS FOR THE PARTIAL WAVE 
AMPLITUDES 

The expression for the amplitude 2 - 2 +n, (55), to
gether with the unitarity relation (10) allow one to ob
tain the contribution to the 2 - 2 amplitude correspond
ing to the (n +2)-particle intermediate state in the t
channel. In the sequel it will be convenient to consider 
separately the different isospin states in the t-channel: 

A,:/' (s. q) ~r AA,A(oI(S, q) rBB.+r:A,A (0, (s, q)r~B,+r~A'A("(s, q)r~B" 
(56) 

We expand the bilinear combination of the yfJ in (31), 
(32) in terms of the projection operators onto states 
with definite isospin value, (6), (14): 

(57) 

where 

K ,T, _K,T, ( ) -A ( ') _ c (I) (m) + (l) (1+1) 
1,1+' q" q'+I, q - T q T (1,1+1) 

AT(q')~'/,m'+cT(q'-'/,m'). cT=2-'/,T(T+1) , (58) 
(/) =q;'-m'. (T) = (q,-q) '-m'. (I, 1+1) = (q,-q,+I)'-m'. 

Here and in the sequel q, and q stand for qu. and q~. 
Substituting (55) into the unitarity condition (10), and 
making use of the relations (13) and (57) for the summa
tion over the particles Do, Dl , ••• , Dn+l and the expres
sion (21) for dpN' we obtain 

Im,A,T'(s,q) 

~-~:1S ~ (~) n+'srrn dcx.;n
rr
+, ~(~) a",')+a«OI-ql', 

2 ~ (2,,)' <Xi (I) (l) m' 
,,=,' ,=1 I 

(59) 

We go over to the j-representation of the amplitudes 
A(T)(S,q): 

s S '+;00 S "e-,·w_(_l)T 
A·T>(S,q)~OT".-.,--. +-1.' S dW(----:-) , F~T' (q'), 

q--m- ':H _ m- Sln.T[W 
6_1"" 

(60) 
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where W =j -1, 

2 00 (s ) ( s ) _w_' 
Fw(T'(q')=--;:Sd m' m' r'Im.A(T)(s,q) 

, 

=~(~)n+'SK:~',.'K~~+lrrn+' d"q',[(I) (l)]-' ,. (61) 
. ~ (2n) w-a.(q, )-cx.«q-q,) ) 

11=0 1_1 

When taking the integral in (61) we made use of the 
fact that to the desired accuracy 

Representing (61) in the form 

<TI ') _ ~ ---.L J d'k (T' (k -k)A ( ') 
Fw (q - Ctl (2n)' (k'-m') «k-q)'-m') f. ,q T q , 

(63) 
we obtain for f~T)(k,q -k) the equation 

(T) (Jl 

[w-cx.(k')-cx.«q-·k)') If. (k,q-k)= AT(q') 

g' J d'q, IT, (T, +-- --_-K (k,q"q)f. (q"q-q,), 
(2n)' (1) (1) 

(64) 

where 

,T, (I 1 F(T' ( ') t. ft, q-k) "_,q_Aj'_m' = AT (q') + • q , (65) 

For the case T = 1 it is easy to see that the solution of 
(64) is 

j(T'(k -k)~ CtlAT-'(q') 
• , q w-a.(q') , 

F~" (q')= cx.(q') 
(q'-m') (W-cx.(q') 

(66) 

which proves the reggeization of the vector meson and 
the self-consistency of our assumptions on the ampli
tude (55). 

The graphic representation of Eq. (64) is given in 
Fig. 3, where the block in the left-hand side represents 
f~T)(k,q -k); momentum conservation is satisfied at 
each vertex; to each internal line with momentum q i 
one associates the factor (q~ - m 2)"1, to each closed loop 
with loop momentum qj one associates g2(21T)-3 f d 2qj; 
the boldface dot in a four- (three-) particle vertex is 
represented by the factor AT(q2)«q~ - m 2)), where q j is 
the momentum flowing through this point from right to 
left. 

If one iterates the equation of Fig. 3, the last four 
terms will cancel for T = 1, so that f~T) (k, q - k) will be 
represented by the series of Fig. 4a, which shows that 
for isospin 1 there are only two-particle intermediate 
states in the t-channel. 

FIG. 3 
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As to the isospins T =0 and 2, the iteration of the 
equation given by Fig. 3 leads from them to diagrams 
with an arbitrary number of particles in the intermedi
ate state in the i-channel. In order g2n of perturbation 
theory (we recall that g2 is contained in the vertex func
tions in (56» there appear in the expression for F~T) (q2) 
diagrams of the type represented in Fig. 4b with n lines 
and with coefficient w-n+1R~T): 

R,(T'=1, R!T'=2(1-cr), 
(67) 

R~,r'=2(1-CT)'(-Cr)n-', n;;;.4. 

The contribution of such diagrams to A (T) (s, q) for T = 0; 
2 equals 

-'/,7[;S Inn-'(s/m')R~,r, ~n (g') [ (n-2)! ]-'. (68) 

where (3n(q2) corresponds to the contracted diagram (Fig. 
4b) with n lines. 

The presence of diagrams with arbitrary number of 
particles in the i-channel has an essential influence on 
the character of singularities of partial-wave ampli
tudes with T=O; 2 in thej-plane. 

In connection with the diagrams of Fig. 4b the follow
ing remarks are in order. These diagrams are obtained 
by contracting Feynman graphs of the eikonal type (Fig. 
5a). It is claimedC13J that in QED each of the diagrams 
of eikonal type does not yield more than one power of 
In (slm 2). In our case, for the fermion scattering am
plitude in the T = 0 channel, the contribution from each 
diagram of Fig. 5a is obtained by multiplying the QED 
graph with photon mass m by the factor 

(69) 

We make use here of the Feynman gauge for the vector 
mesons. The use of the previously adopted "unitary" 
gauge, in which the Lagrangian contains only physical 
particles, does not change the result, but complicates 
the consideration, since in addition to the graphs of Fig. 
5a, one must consider other graphs for the compensa
tion of the divergences which arise from the term 
k"'kVm-2 in the vector meson propagator. 

It is clear from (69) that the graphs for which the 
vertices on the line BB' of Fig. 5a are obtained from 
one another by cyclic permutation enter with the same 
factor. We shall say that such diagrams form a class. 
A direct calculation of the diagrams of Fig. 5a shows 
that if, introducing the usual parametrization ql = (XIPB 

+ {3; PA + q ;J.' we do the integrations with respect to the 
(Xl by means of residues, then in the region where all 
the denominators of the fermion propagators on the line . 

FIG. 4 
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FIG. 5 

BE' are much larger than m2({3ikl» m 2 Is, {3lk + (3lk2 
»m2/s, etc.) there occurs a complete cancellation of 
the diagrams of a given class. However, if in a propa
gator one takes the residue in the integration with re
spect to one of the {3;, a cancellation does not occur and 
the integration over the remaining {3,.~1 yields large loga
rithms. In this manner there occurs a growth of the de
gree of the logarithm with n; the assertion in[13J that 
graphs of the eikonal type can only yield on In (slm 2) is 
incorrect. 

We have carried out a calculation of the contribution 
of eikonal diagrams to the fermion scattering amplitude 
with T=O in the i-channel up to n =4. For n =2 there is 
only one class of diagrams, so that the result differs 
from QED only by the isospin factor and coincides with 
(68). For n = 3 there are two classes of diagrams and 
the results for each class agree with the calculations of 
ChesterC14J j the sum of these multiplied with the appro
priate factors coincides with Eq. (68). For n = 4 there 
are six classes of diagrams such that pairs of classes 
for which the vertices on the line BE' have reciprocal 
orders enter with the same isospin factor. One of the 
diagrams from each pair of classes is illustrated in Fig. 
5b, c, d, together with its isospin factor (69). The con
tribution of each pair of classes to A (0) (s, q) (i. e., after 
the separatio n of r AA " r BB') equals 

(" 7 ( s ) Ab (s,g)=-16rci~.(g') -sin' m' ; 

(0, ni ( 8 ) 
A, = 16~' (g') ·s In' m' ' (70) 

(0) . 2ni 2 2(8) 
Ad (8,g)=-16~.(g )sln m' . 

Their total contribution coincides with (68). 

We note that if one sums the contributions without the 
isospin factors they cancel. 

CONCLUSION 

Our assumption that the 2 - 2 +n amplitude has a mul
tiregge form (55) is based on the form of the Born ap
proximation amplitude (39) in the multiregge kinematic 
region and the corrections to the 2 - 3 amplitude in the 
order g5, (54). The fact that the form (55) is valid can 
be tested in higher orders of g2 making use of the meth
od of reconstructing an amplitude in terms of its dis
continuities in overlapping channels. (t6l With the help 
of the amplitude 2 - 2 +n (55) we further obtain an equa
tion for the partial-wave amplitudes 2 - 2, (64) for iso
spins T =OJ 1; 2 in the i-channel. Its solution for T = 1 
is the Regge pole (66), which is an argument in favor of 
the assumption (55) about the form of the 2 - 2 +n am
plitude. An analysis of the equation (64) for T =OJ 2 
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shows that in the i-channel there are intermediate states 
with arbitrarily large particle number, in distinction 
from the case T = 1, where there are only two-particle 
states. As will be shown in another place, this circum
stance is related to the appearance for T =0 of a fixed 
singularity in the j-plane. 

The reggeizability of a particle is one of the criteria 
for its n nonelementary character. Another related 
definitionC17J is the vanishing of the wave-function re
normalization constant z. It follows from our results 
that the Yang-Mills vector meson is a composite object 
and one can expect that its renormalization constant Z 
vanishes. One should also expect a decrease of its 
form-factor with the increase of the momentum transfer, 
as for any composite system. 

APPENDIX 

The results derived by us for the group SU(2) allow a 
simple generalization to the group SU(N). In order that 
the spontaneous symmetry breakdown should lead to the 
acquisition of masses by all vector mesons V· and the 
global SU(N) symmetry be conservedCl5J we select the 
original Lagrangian in the form 

L=- ~Tr[ ( O,V,-dY" + i,~[l'". vJ )' ]+~ Tr[ (D,,M) + (D,M) ] +.9'(M) , 
4 L 2 (A.l) 

where 

1'.=) .• 1',,"·2-·. 
M 

;1[=).., (S'+i:T') ·2-"+1 ('I" +io)N-''', D,M=i'i"M+igV,,--=, 
1'2 

S', 1T., qJ', (T are hermitean scalar fields, 9'(M) is the 
part of the Lagrangian which contains the mass terms 
and the_ self-interaction terms of these fields; A. are the 
matrices of the fundamental (adjoint) representation of 
the group S U(N) 

(A.2) 

The indices a, b, c, ... take on the values from 1 to 
N Z _ 1 and a summation over repeated indices is under
stood, as usual. The following relations will be useful: 

j ,,,/;,,-/;"j;" = j'J<j"" f",d",- /",d",= f;"d,w" 
2 ' 

d,,, d;"-d;,, d", + N (o,.o;,-O .. Oib) =/,-", f"b, 
(A.3) 

d",,=O. 

As a result of spontaneous symmetry breaking (qJ' =qJ 
+ (qJ')o) and the removal of the fields 1T a by means of a 
gauge transformation the Lagrangian takes on the form 

L=- '/, (d I' V:'-dY .") '+' / ,rn'V,,"V;,+' /, (J .8') '+' /, (0.'1') '+'/, (a.o)' 

+g/'b,a,Y,"V,,''Vv'+'I,rngV.''V,'' (S' d",+<p V ~ b.b) 

- ~!'b'(S"'J"S',)V",- ; V j~ l'"'(ao"S"-S"i'i,,a) + .. ' (A.4) 

Missing from (A.4) are the terms involving the masses 
of the scalar fields, the self-interaction terms and all 
terms with four-particle interactions. It suffices to 
know that these terms guarantee the renormalizability 
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of the theory; their explicit form is immaterial. 

The Born approximation amplitudes for the process 
A +B-A' +B' are determined in the same manner as 
inClOJ in terms of the t-channel imaginary part, making 
use of the renormalizability of the theory. They have 
the form (4), where the summation with respect to i 
runs from 1 to N Z -1, and the nonvanishing vertex func
tions are 

2 ,-ig 6,. 
r",'=r"I'=1' iR"0"b,v' Ls' = 1'2/"· .. · -Ls'=L/=ig VN . 

(A.5) 
Here and in the sequel F and Z denote the particles qJ 

and (T. 

The relation (13) was essential for the calculation of 
the higher-order amplitudes for the group SU(2), and in 
this expression the antisymmetric part, since only for 
this part do the contributions of the s - and u-channels 
cancel. For the case of the group SU(N), making use 
of Eqs. (A. 3) and (A. 5), we obtain 

~ j • ; • ,/ N ( • f .. ; 6,; ) .l..J rA.,,,rA·A"=lgV - rAA·--=+r_U·~+ ... 
A" 2 VN 1'N'-l ' 

(A.6) 

where the omitted terms are symmetric with respect to 
i,j. W~ have explicitly separated from the symmetric 
part the term with {jIJ' i. e., the state with the quantum 
number of the vacuum in the t-channel. The nonvanish
ing r AA , are 

_ .- 0,,,' (, 2(N'-2) 2) 
r'-'-'=-lg1'2N-=0, 2a,' +---b, 

VN'-l ,- V' V N' V 

(A.7) 

With the vertex function (A. 5) and (A. 7) the contribution 
to the amplitude from states with the vacuum quantum 
numbers and the vector meson in the t -Channel, to 
fourth order, has the form (16) with the substitution 
a(t)- aN(t), (32(t)- (32m(t) where aN(t) and (32(Nl(t) are 
obtained from a(t) and (32(t) by means of the substitu
tion g2 _ g~ =g2N/2. 

The n-particle production amplitudes in the Born ap
proximation are derived in the same manner as in Sec. 
3. For them Eq. (39) is valid with the vertex functions 
(A.5) and y~~ equal to mg(2/N)1/2{jIJ for the production 
of qJ particl~S, equal to mgds1i for the production of S
particles, and equal to igfvlJ(ey 9'(qn' qn+l» for the pro
duction of V-particles; fIJ(qllqz) is given by Eq. (32). 

As in the case of SU(2), the three-particle production 
amplitude calculated to order g 5 has the form (54) with 
the substitution a- aN; it is natural to assume that to 
any order the 2- 2 +n amplitude has the form (55) with 
the corresponding r~u and yfj, and a(q2) - aN(q~). Re
constructing the 2 - 2 amplitude by means of analyticity 
and unitarity for the partial waves with the quantum 
number of the vacuum (F~Ol(q2» and of the vector meson 
(F~1)(qZ) in the t-channel, defined according to (60), we 
obtain the expression (61) with the substitution gZ - g~, 
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a(q2) _ a N (q2); K1~~+1 is as before given by Eq. (58), and 
inK1~~+1 one must set AO(q2) =2q2_2(N 2 +1)N-2m2• 

The reggeization of the vector meson is proved in the 
same manner as for SU(2), since Eqs. (63)-(66) remain 
valid with the indicated substitutions. 
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The properties of deep levels (real, virtual, and quasistationary) lying near the boundary of the lower 
continuum are investigated. The effective range expansion is generalized to the case of the Dirac equation. 
With its aid the motion of the levels near the boundary £ = - me 2 is investigated for different values of 
the angular momenta j and I. The formulas become simpler in the limiting cases R<h/mc and 
R>h/mc, where R denotes the range of the forces. In particular, the case of a wide potential well 
R>h/mc reduces to a determination of the spectrum of the bound and quasistationary states in the 
Schrooinger equation with a power-law potential. The asymptotic behavior of the critical nuclear charge 
Zcr is found in the region RN>h/mc (RN denotes the nuclear radius), and Zcr is calculated for the muon 
for various distributions of electric charge inside the nucleus. Differences in the behavior of the levels near 
£ = - mc 2 for scalar and spinor particles and the inapplicability of the single-particle Klein-Gordon 
equation for Z;::: Zcr are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 11.1O.Qr 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Deep levels, lying near the boundary of the lower con

tinuum of solutions to the Dirac equation, are investi
gated in the present article. The appearance of levels 
near the boundary e = - m e2 is of interest for quantum 
electrodynamics (the critical nuclear charge Zcr and the 
spontaneous production of positrons from the vacuum 
for Z > Zcr or associated with the approach of two heavy 
nuclei to within a distance R <Rcr [1-8]) and for nuclear 
physiCS (the formation of a 1T-meson condensate and a 
phase transition in nuclei, the possible existence of 
superheavy nuclei with charge Z - (137)3/2(9.10]). 

The motion of the levels near the boundary of the low
er continuum has been considered by a number of au
thors[2.11-15] in connection with problems of quantum 
electrodynamics in strong external fields. In this con
nection the Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations were 
solved analytically or numerically for potentials of the 
following special forms: rectangular well, Coulomb po
tential, and Hultben potential. We shall consider the 
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question of the motion of the levels and the analytic 
properties of the S-matrix for an arbitrary potential, 
using a generalization of the effective range method to 
the relativistic case. In this connection one is able to 
express the energy levels and the expansion parameters 
of the S-matrix for e- _me2 in terms of the wave func
tion at the critical point V = Vcr, i. e., at the moment 
when the level intersects the boundary of the lower con
tinuum. 

Let us describe the contents of this article. A gen
eralization of the effective range expansion to the case 
of the Dirac equation is presented in Sec. 2. The limit
ing cases R« ~c = Ii/me and R» Xc (R denotes the char
acteristic range of action of the potential and m is the 
particle's mass) are considered in Secs. 3 and 4. By 
using the effective potential method, [2.3] it is shown in 
Sec. 4 that investigation of the levels near e = - m e2 in 
the case R »~c reduces to the solution of the Schro
dinger equation. In Sec. 5 the asymptotic form of Zcr 
is found in the region RN» Xc which has not been pre-
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